The problem of path generation for the spherical 4R mechanism is solved using the Differential Evolution algorithm (DE). Formulas for the spherical geodesics are employed in order to obtain the parametric equation for the generated trajectory. Direct optimization of the objective function gives the solution to the path generation task without prescribed timing. Therefore, there is no need to separate this task into two stages to make the optimization. Moreover, the order defect problem can be solved without difficulty by means of manipulations of the individuals in the DE algorithm. Two examples of optimum synthesis showing the simplicity and effectiveness of this approach are included.
Introduction
Spherical mechanisms have a large number of applications (see for example, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] ), being the spherical 4R mechanism one of the most studied. Nevertheless, the vast majority of these studies deal with function generation, and there are relatively few studies on the prescribed path generation task for optimal synthesis of spherical mechanisms [11] . The optimal synthesis of spherical mechanisms for the path generation task without prescribed timing, has been addressed in [12] . The synthesis procedure presented there consists of two layers of optimization, which are handled separately. In an inner layer, the objective function is minimized over the input angles with fixed linkage dimensions for a given iteration of the outer layer. The output of this procedure is the set of input angles defining the linkage configurations under which the coupler point attains the closest position from a given point. On the other hand, the outer layer minimizes the linkage error over the design vector. In this process, iterations do not stop until some conditions are met. Recently, two studies have been published regarding the prescribed timing case [11, 13] . In these studies, the Fourier coefficients are used to describe the coupler curve, then the path generation task is done by using the atlas method.
In this study we address the problem by optimizing the structural error which is defined as the sum of the square of the distances between the desired and the generated points. The generated points are obtained by finding the spherical geodesic between two points. The optimization is done by using the evolutionary algorithm known as Differential Evolution (DE) , that allows us to modify the main operators and thus provide a simple way to deal with the order defect problem.
When dealing with the task of path generation without prescribed timing, the order defect problem has to be solved. The methodology to obtain the parametric equation for the generated trajectory that is proposed here, allows the designer to deal with this problem without difficulties. The optimization process can be done by minimizing a single objective function without the need of making a sequential optimization.
The paper shows in detail how to construct the objective function (f ob ) for optimal synthesis of spherical mechanisms in both cases: the prescribed timing and the not prescribed timing path generation. We also work out two examples of optimum synthesis by using the proposed methodology.
Mathematical preliminaries
In this section, relevant concepts and useful formulas involved in the synthesis of spherical mechanisms are presented. In particular, a rotation matrix is used to construct the parametric equation for spherical geodesics which makes it possible to construct the parametric equation of the generated trajectory.
The rotation matrix
In the study of synthesis of a spherical four bar mechanism one kind of transformation is very important: the one that keeps the the length of a vector invariant. It is well known that rotations of the coordinate system, or rotations of a vector, keep the vector length invariant. Both transformations are carried out by orthogonal matrices (A T A = 1). If the coordinate system is rotated, the rotation is known as passive; if the rotation is performed on the vector, the term active rotation is used [14] . In the passive case, the vector remains stationary and rotations are made on the coordinate axes. In the active case, the vector is rotated while the coordinate system remains fixed. Relationship between them is given in Eq. (2.5).
In order to find the rotation matrix, the generators of the SO(3) group (the set of 3 × 3 orthogonal matrices with determinant equal to 1) are required.
The generators T k are obtained from the formula:
where R k represents the passive rotation of an angle θ k around the coordinate axis k and i = √ −1. Such matrices are:
2)
Thus,
3)
Let us consider a passive rotation of an angle θ around a unit vectorn = [n x n y n z ] T . The rotation matrix is then written in terms of the generators as:
On the other hand the active rotation would be:
It is worthwhile to mention that there are other forms to describe the rotation of a vector, an interesting discussion can be found in [15] .
Spherical geodesics
It is assumed that with a point (x, y, z) on the space there is a vector associated to it, namely, the vector from the origin to the point (x, y, z). As it is customary, we will use the same symbol to represent both, it will be clear from the context if we are talking about the point or the vector. In order to construct the geodesics on the spherical surface, let us consider two points h 1 and h 2 on the surface of a sphere of unit radius. The parametric equation for the spherical geodesic r g12 from h 1 to h 2 is constructed by rotating the vector h 1 an angle cos
where θ is the parameter of the trajectory varying from θ = 0 up to θ = cos
Kinematic modeling
Let x 1 , x 2 , x 3 and x 4 be four arbitrary points on the spherical surface. We will consider the input link as the geodesic connecting the points x 1 and x 2 , the coupler link as the geodesic connecting the points x 2 and x 3 , the output link as the geodesic connecting the points x 3 and x 4 , finally the fixed link will be the geodesic connecting x 4 and x 1 . Assuming that we are in a unit sphere, the lengths of the links will be the angles between the vectors defining the links. We will call α 1 , α 2 , α 3 , α 4 the lengths of the input link, the coupler link, the output link and the fixed link respectively. Fig. 1 shows the aforementioned variables. Now, let us consider that the input link is rotated from the assembly position by an angle θ. The parametric trajectory for the extreme of such a link, r 2 (θ; x 1 , x 2 ), will be obtained by rotating the vector x 2 around the vector x 1 an angle θ,
Such a rotation will generate in the output link a rotation given by the angle φ(θ). The parametric trajectory for the extreme of the output link is written as
It is given by
The dependence of equation (3.2) on x 3 and x 4 is clear, the dependence on x 1 and x 2 comes from φ(θ) (in fact, to be precise we should write φ(θ; x), although it is not written to avoid unnecessary notation).
Notice that the parameter θ is not the angle between the geodesic associated to the fixed link and the geodesic associated to the input link but the rotation angle of the x 2 vector around the x 1 vector. Similarly φ(θ) is not the angle between the geodesics associated to the fixed link and the output link but the rotation angle of the x 3 vector around the x 4 vector.
The angle φ(θ) is obtained by requiring the coupler link to have a constant length. In other words,
Solutions for φ(θ) from Eq. (3.3) can be obtained either numerically or analytically. Indeed, the analytical solution can be found in [16] , which in our notation is given by:
with Θ 0 being the initial angle between the geodesics associated to the fixed link and the input link. Φ 0 is the angle between the geodesics associated to the fixed link and the output link. In order to obtain the parametric equation for the generated trajectory r gen (as it is shown in Fig.  2) , it is necessary to find the position vector r cp (θ, ν; x) of an arbitrary point on the coupler link (or on the complete arc that contains the coupler link, since 0 ν < 2π). This can be done by rotating the vector r 2 (θ; x 1 , x 2 ) by an angle ν around the unit vectorn 23 orthogonal to r 2 (θ; x 1 , x 2 ) and r 3 (φ(θ); x). Eq. (2.6) then yields:
Using Eq. (3.5), the parametric equation for the vector r gen is obtained by rotating the vector r cp (θ, β + γ; x) an angle π/2 around the vector r cp (θ, β; x):
Figure 2: Vectors involved to obtain r gen . The dependence on θ and x is not written.
Since the point x k (k = 1, 2, 3, 4) is on the unit sphere, two parameters are required to determine its location. In this work the azimuthal ϕ (latitude) and polar η (colatitude) angles are used to generate the point, hence
In the case of the prescribed timing situation, Eq. (3.7) depends on eleven parameters, or on ten parameters if all input angles are given 1 . Those parameters will be the adjustment parameters (or independent variables) for the optimum synthesis problem.
Path generation
The task of function generation for the spherical mechanism has been widely studied. However there are relatively few 2 articles addressing the task of path generation without prescribed timing. Here, we present how to construct the objective function for this case. The optimization of such a function is performed directly (unlike other approaches that consider two nested optimization loops) and the order defect problem can be solved without difficulties when the DE method is used.
Prescribed timing
In the problem of path generation n points are given and a mechanism that passes through these points is required. In the case of a continuous path a discretization approach can be used.
When the trajectory is prescribed the input angles for each of the desired points are known, or in the worst scenario, are a function of one -the k-th input angle (typically the first). In such a case there will be an extra adjustment parameter, the k-th or the first input angle.
The objective function f ob for the structural error is:
1 In fact, it could be possible to reduce the number of parameters by introducing a frame of reference (S ), in which the point for the input link joint attached to the fixed link lies on the x axis, but then all the desired points need to be changed to the S frame; this is not a difficult task. However, it is not necessary to introduce other frameworks.
2 As far as we know, only [12] addresses this problem.
where r di − r geni is the difference between the i-th desired point r di and the i-th generated point r geni which can be obtained using Eq. (3.7). In principle, the sum of the length of the geodesics connecting r di with r geni is what must be minimized, but it is clear that the minimum of Eq. (4.1) implies the minimum of the sum of the geodesics connecting the desired and generated points. This can be seen by calculating the inner product of the vector e i = r di − r geni with itself, i.e., e i · e i = 2(1 − cos δ i ). Where δ i is the length of the geodesic connecting r di with r geni .
Path generation without prescribed timing
Unlike the prescribed timing case, in the nonprescribed case the input angles are not known. Therefore, it is necessary to introduce as many extra parameters as points to generate. Formally, this does not represent a problem, as Eq. (3.7) deals with it, but the optimization turns out to be more complicated, because the number of adjustment parameters increases. Let us analyze the situation for the case of n desired points. Defining
where ϕ = (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 , ϕ 4 ) and η = (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ). The objective function is then defined as
So, the design variable vector is
The domain for each of the adjustment parameters in the design variable vector is given as follows
The next step is to minimize the objective function given by the expression (4.2). Care must be taken due to the order defect problem. It would be possible to find a mechanism that passes through the desired points, but not necessarily in the required order. Order is imposed because the input link has an increasing rotation. This problem is solved by requiring the input angles to be in ascending order as:
Now, if an evolutionary algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem, all the variables of the vector X D must be randomly chosen. Then it is likely that the θ angles do not result in ascending order. To address this, we could penalize the f ob function (which is a common approach in dealing with constraints [17] ). However, if n is relatively big the penalization approach would not be appropriate, since for practical purposes all individuals would be penalized (the probability of finding one that would not, is 1/n!). In other words, the evolutionary algorithm would not have individuals to evolve.
A better approach may be found in [18] , which consists of discretizing the search space for the θ angles, and then looking for the first angle in the first partition and so on. However, there is no guarantee that the minimum will lie in the discretized space, as it might happen that two of the best fitting angles are in the same partition. Since each angle is searched in a different partition the minimum would never be found. Another approach -which is used here-is to apply the DE method (as in [19] ) to manipulate individuals in such a way that satisfies the constraint (4.4).
The Differential Evolution Algorithm
Algorithms that are inspired by natural evolution are known as evolutionary algorithms. In such methods there is a population which is susceptible of mutation, crossover and selection.
The main applications of the evolutionary algorithm have been to optimize functions. The optimizing function does not need to be a differentiable function and the state space of possible solutions can be disjoint and can encompass infeasible regions [20] . This is an advantage since in the synthesis of the spherical mechanism the discriminant in Eq. (3.4) can become negative. An individual that make the discriminant negative can not be a mechanism that optimize the objective function, then the evolutionary method will start to look for a better individual in another region of the domain. Among the evolutionary algorithms, DE is known for its simplicity and for the excellent results it allows. Below, the original version of the method is outlined [17] .
1. The population is described by:
where D, m and g max represent the dimensionality of x, the number of individuals and the number of generations respectively.
Initialization of population: x
Vectors b U and b L are the parameter limits and rand j (0, 1) is a random number in [0, 1) generated for each parameter.
Mutation:
x r0;g is called the base vector which is perturbed by the difference of other two vectors.
r 0 , r 1 , r 2 ∈ {1, 2, ...m}, r 1 = r 2 = r 3 = i . F is a scale factor greater than zero.
Crossover:
A dual recombination of vectors is used to generate the trial vector:
The crossover probability, Cr ∈ [0, 1], is a user-defined value, j rand ∈ [1, D].
Selection:
The selection is made according to
The method just described is known as DE/rand/1/bin. There are variants of it. For example, when F is chosen to be a random number the variant is called dither. 
Example 1. Prescribed timing path generation
The example presented in this section consists in finding the spherical four-bar mechanism that passes by sixty four prescribed points. This problem has been studied originally in [11] , and later in [13] when the desired points lie on a unit sphere. From [13] we take the data to be used, which we reproduce in Table  1 for quick reference. In the aforementioned references, the problem is solved using the atlas method. In order to optimize the objective function we use the DE/rand/1/bin method with the dither variant. The first angle θ 1 is not known, therefore it will be an adjustment parameter. The other angles are given by
The design variable vector is
The objective function is constructed as explained in Section 4.1. The optimal value for the objective function that was obtained by the DE method is f ob = 3.3 × 10 −8 . In Table 2 , we show the optimal design variables. The DE method was coded in Fortran, the population size was of 100 individuals and a number of 10 000 generations were used. Fig. 3 shows the desired points, the generated trajectory and the obtained mechanism. 
The Grashof Condition
Although the Grashof condition [21] [22] [23] can be implemented by a penalty term in the DE method, we decided to let the method evolve freely. The Grashof condition is verified at the end of the execution program with the purpose of ensuring the mobility of the mechanism in the sense of [22, 23] . Using the data in Table 2 , we can calculate the link lengths. For that purpose, we must find the points for the joints of the links (using Eq. (3.8)) and then use the inner product. As before, we address the problem of finding the spherical four-bar mechanism that passes by sixty-four points. But unlike the previous section, we now deal with the non-prescribed timing case where knowledge of Eq. (6.1) is not assumed. The purpose of this example is twofold: first, to obtain the mechanism that accomplishes the desired trajectory; and second, to see whether the method can realize that the angles are equally spaced by the amount of 2π/64. This is a complicated problem that will test the effectiveness of the proposed methodology.
For this case the design variable vector is given by Figure 3 : Desired points, generated trajectory and obtained mechanism. Prescribed path generation. The construction of the objective function is explained in Section 4.2. As before, the method used to solve the optimization problem was DE/rand/1/bin, coded in Fortran with a population of 300 individuals and a number of 50 000 generations. The order defect problem was handled as in ref [19] . The optimal value for the objective function is f ob = 5.7 × 10 −6 . The parameter values for the θ angles are shown in Table 4 , the remaining adjustment parameters are shown in table 5. As in the previous example, the obtained mechanism satisfies the Grashof condition.
In order to see if the obtained angles are in agreement with Eq. (6.1) we have calculated the differences ∆θ = {θ 2 − θ 1 , θ 3 − θ 2 , . . . , θ 64 − θ 63 }. (7.2) This set of differences have a mean value of µ = 0.0981734. Notice that µ − 2π/64 = 1.3 × 10 −6 , so the error by taking µ instead of 2π/64 is smaller than the accuracy with which the points themselves are given.
We close this section by saying that it is possible to reduce the value of f ob by increasing the number of generations. However, this is unnecessary since we can realize that the values of Tables 2 and 5 are (for practical purposes) very similar 3 .
Conclusions
By constructing the parametric equations of the spherical geodesics, the generated points of a spherical mechanism can be determined in an easy way and the optimum synthesis can be done in a concise manner. The article shows in detail how the construction of the objective function for the task of path generation without prescribed timing can be done. Using Differential Evolution the structural error was optimized for two examples. The first example considered the prescribed timing path generation for sixty four points. The method was capable of finding an optimal value for the objective function of 3.3 × 10 −8 . In the second example, we solved the problem of path generation without prescribed timing for the same sixty four points. The non-prescribed timing case demands the introduction of sixty four additional adjustment parameters for the angles. Hence a total of seventy four parameters are required to construct the objective function. The optimization process was done by minimizing a single objective function without the need for separate optimization stages as has been done in previous studies. The method was capable to obtain an optimal value of 5.7 × 10 −6 for the objective function and also to obtain the correct prescription with a difference of 10 −6 from the exact value.
